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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY

ALL PUBLIC ACTS appearing in this GAZETTE are to be considered official, and obeyed as such

ADELAIDE, WEDNESDAY, 2 MAY 2001

FISHERIES ACT 1982: SECTION 43

TAKE note that the notice made under section 43 of the Fisheries
Act 1982 and published in the South Australian Supplementary
Government Gazette, at page 1060, dated 21 March 2001,
referring to school and gummy shark is hereby varied.

Paragraph (b) is replaced with the following:

(b) any other licensed person to take in a single fishing trip
or to have on board the registered boat at any one time:

(i) more than 5 school or gummy shark from the waters
specified in Schedule 2A, or

(ii) more than 10 school or gummy shark from the
waters specified in Schedule 2B; and

(c) any person specified in paragraph (b) to remove school
or gummy shark from the registered boat at any time
other than at landing for the purpose of immediate
delivery of the school or gummy shark to a registered
fish processor.

Dated 30 April 2001.
W. ZACHARIN, Director of Fisheries

FISHERIES ACT 1982: SECTION 59

TAKE note that the notice made under section 59 of the Fisheries
Act 1982, and published in the South Australian Supplementary
Government Gazette on page numbers 791 and 792, dated 27
February 2001, referring to Construction Divers Pty Ltd and the
taking of undersize Roe’s abalone, is hereby revoked.

Dated 1 May 2001.
W. ZACHARIN, Director of Fisheries

FISHERIES ACT 1982: SECTION 59

TAKE note that the notice made under section 59 of the Fisheries
Act 1982, and published in the South Australian Supplementary
Government Gazette on page numbers 787 and 788, dated 27
February 2001, referring to John C. Haagmans and the taking of
undersize Roe’s abalone, is hereby revoked.

Dated 1 May 2001.
W. ZACHARIN, Director of Fisheries

FISHERIES ACT 1982: SECTION 59

TAKE note that the notice made under section 59 of the Fisheries
Act 1982, and published in the South Australian Supplementary
Government Gazette on page numbers 776 and 777, dated 27
February 2001, referring to John C. Haagmans and the taking of
undersize Roe’s abalone, is hereby revoked.

Dated 1 May 2001.
W. ZACHARIN, Director of Fisheries

FISHERIES ACT 1982: SECTION 59

TAKE note that the notice made under section 59 of the Fisheries
Act 1982, and published in the South Australian Supplementary
Government Gazette on page numbers 780 and 781, dated 27
February 2001, referring to Construction Divers Pty Ltd and the
taking of undersize Roe’s abalone, is hereby revoked.

Dated 1 May 2001.
W. ZACHARIN, Director of Fisheries
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FISHERIES ACT 1982: SECTION 59

TAKE notice that pursuant to section 59 of the Fisheries Act
1982, Ian M. Fuller, P.O. Box 199, Glenelg, S.A. 5045 (or his
registered masters) holder of Western Zone Abalone Fishery
Licence W18, issued pursuant to the Scheme of Management
(Abalone Fisheries) Regulations 1991 (hereinafter referred to as
the ‘exemption holder’) is exempted from the provisions of clause
60 of Schedule 1 of the Fisheries (General) Regulations 2000, in
that the exemption holder shall not be guilty of an offence when
taking Roe’s abalone (Haliotis roei) which is undersize, from
those waters defined in Schedule 2 (hereinafter referred to as the
‘exempted activity’) subject to the conditions specified in
Schedule 1 from the date of gazettal of this notice until 31 May
2001.

SCHEDULE 1

1. The exemption holder may only engage in the exempted
activity at the direction of an officer from the South Australian
Research and Development Institute.

2. Whilst engaged in the exempted activity, the exemption
holder may only take Haliotis roei provided that it is not less than
60 mm in length at its greatest dimension. All abalone must be
landed in the shell.

3. On any day the exemption holder engages in the exempted
activity only abalone of the species (Haliotis roei) may be taken.

4. No more than one registered master may engage in the
exempted activity on any one day.

5. The exemption holder may conduct the exempted activity in
more than one area as defined in Schedule 2 on any one day, as
directed by an officer of the South Australian Research and
Development Institute, provided that a separate notification
pursuant to condition 5 has been made for each area prior to
conducting any fishing activity in that area.

6. The exemption holder must notify the PIRSA Fisheries
Compliance Unit on 1800 244 317 prior to engaging in the
exempted activity with the following information:

(a) the name of the person making the call and the Western
Zone Abalone Fishery Licence Number;

(b) the name of the registered master who will be conducting
the exempted activity on that day;

(c) the date on which the exempted activity will take place;

(d) the port of departure;

(e) the designated area from Schedule 2 which is to be
fished; and

(f) where the exemption holder is nominating to fish in an
additional designated area from the previous nominated
designated area on any one day, the exemption holder
must wait at least 30 minutes prior to leaving the point
from where the nomination was made.

7. Upon completion of the day’s fishing activities the exemp-
tion holder shall complete the Daily Research Data Logsheet
provided including the following information:

• Drop Number;
• Fishing Location (each dive entry location using GPS

marks in decimal minutes including seconds);
• Time Underwater;
• Swell;
• Number of H. Roei;
• Tag Number; and
• CDR Number.

The completed Daily Research Data Logsheets must be posted
or delivered to the Chief Scientist, South Australian Research and
Development Institute within seven days of the completion of the
day’s fishing activities to which it relates.

8. Upon completion of the dive at each site and before landing,
the exemption holder shall place the abalone in the bag supplied
and complete the information on the tag provided including the
date and CDR number. The catch is to be bagged separately for
each dive location and the tag included with the catch. If more
than one bag is taken in one dive location, the tag numbers are to
be recorded in the row beneath the original on the Daily Research
Data Logsheet provided.

The total number of bags for that day and the numbers of the
tags placed on each bag shall be included on the CDR 1. The CDR
1 must be completed within 50 m of landing and the white and
yellow copies of the CDR 1 must accompany the abalone to the
fish processing premises.

9. The exemption holder must make a record in writing
immediately at the conclusion of a fishing trip and before the
abalone are consigned to a registered fish processor setting out
details of the abalone taken during that fishing trip. This record
must be completed within 50 m of the point of landing of the
catch; and before the catch is consigned to a nominated processor
and/or taken onto processor premises where such premises are
within 50 m of the point of landing; or at the end of each day of
fishing where the catch is not landed on that day. The details of
such record shall be recorded on and be such as are sufficient to
complete in triplicate a CDR 1 form.

10. All Haliotis roei taken pursuant to this notice shall be
delivered to one of the registered fish processors detailed in
Schedule 3 for weighing, within 48 hours of landing, within the
State of South Australia.

11. The exemption holder shall not, during the period of this
notice, take a combined quantity of Haliotis roei which exceeds
1000 kg wholeweight

12. The amount of Haliotis roei allocated pursuant to this notice
is non-transferable.

13. The exemption holder shall not intentionally induce weight
loss of abalone by any means.

14. The exemption holder whilst engaged in the exempted
activity must conduct such activity from a boat registered pursuant
to Western Zone Abalone Fishery Licence W18.

15. The exemption holder shall not contravene or fail to comply
with the Fisheries Act 1982, or any other regulations made under
that Act except where specifically exempted by this notice.

16. Whilst engaged in the exempted activity the exemption
holder must have in his possession a copy of this notice and
produce a copy of the notice if required by a PIRSA Fisheries
Compliance Officer.

SCHEDULE 2

AREA 1

Lipson Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.2637° longitude 136.2667°, latitude 34.2638°
longitude 136.2624°, latitude 34.2665° longitude 136.2667°,
latitude 34.2665° longitude 136.2624°.

Grindal Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.9048° longitude 136.0398°, latitude 34.9050°
longitude 136.0234°, latitude 34.9228° longitude 136.0400°,
latitude 34.9230° longitude 136.0236°.

AREA 2

Venus Bay Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.2301° longitude 134.6413°, latitude 33.2300°
longitude 134.6301°, latitude 33.2469° longitude 134.6412°,
latitude 33.2469° longitude 134.6301°.

Kiana Beach Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.0252° longitude 135.2707°, latitude 34.0252°
longitude 135.2599°, latitude 34.0342° longitude 135.2708°,
latitude 34.0342° longitude 135.2599°.

AREA 3

Granite Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.0152° longitude 134.1339°, latitude 33.0156°
longitude 134.1251°, latitude 33.0191° longitude 134.1339°,
latitude 33.0195° longitude 134.1251°.
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Highcliff Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.8677° longitude 134.1021°, latitude 32.8677°
longitude 134.0968°, latitude 32.8768° longitude 134.1020°,
latitude 32.8767° longitude 134.0967°.

AREA 4

Clare Bay Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 31.9520° longitude 132.6882°, latitude 31.9519°
longitude 132.6813°, latitude 31.9568° longitude 132.6881°,
latitude 31.9567° longitude 132.6812°.

Pt Sinclair Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.0995° longitude 132.9917°, latitude 32.0994°
longitude 132.9864°, latitude 32.1063° longitude 132.9916°,
latitude 32.1062° longitude 132.9863°.

SCHEDULE 3
FP0008
Western Abalone Processors P/L
P.O. Box 914
Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606

FP0120
Smoothpool Nominees P/L
Trading as Blancheport Fisheries
12 Alfred Terrace
Streaky Bay, S.A. 5680

FP0132
Yorkeshell P/L
Trading as Australian Southern Seafood
P.O. Box 1579
Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606

FP0142
Eyrewoolf Enterprises
P.O. Box 73
Streaky Bay, S.A. 5680

Dated 1 May 2001.

W. ZACHARIN, Director of Fisheries

FISHERIES ACT 1982: SECTION 59

TAKE notice that pursuant to section 59 of the Fisheries Act
1982, Norman Craig, P.O. Box 993, Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606 (or
his registered masters) holder of Western Zone Abalone Fishery
Licence W05, issued pursuant to the Scheme of Management
(Abalone Fisheries) Regulations 1991 (hereinafter referred to as
the ‘exemption holder’) is exempted from the provisions of clause
60 of Schedule 1 of the Fisheries (General) Regulations 2000, in
that the exemption holder shall not be guilty of an offence when
taking Roe’s abalone (Haliotis roei) which is undersize, from
those waters defined as the Western Zone in the Scheme of
Management (Abalone Fisheries) Regulations 1991 (hereinafter
referred to as the ‘exempted activity’) subject to the conditions
specified in Schedule 1 from the date of gazettal of this notice
until 31 May 2001.

SCHEDULE 1

1. Whilst engaged in the exempted activity, the exemption
holder may only take Haliotis roei provided that it is not less than
75 mm in length at its greatest dimension. All abalone must be
landed in the shell.

2. On any day the exemption holder engages in the exempted
activity only abalone of the species (Haliotis roei) may be taken.

3. No more than one registered master may engage in the
exempted activity on any one day.

4. The exemption holder may conduct the exempted activity in
more than one area as defined in Schedule 2 on any one day,
provided that a separate notification pursuant to condition 5 has
been made for each area prior to conducting any fishing activity in
that area.

5. The exemption holder must notify the PIRSA Fisheries
Compliance Unit on 1800 244 317 prior to engaging in the
exempted activity with the following information:

(a) the name of the person making the call and the Western
Zone Abalone Fishery Licence Number;

(b) the name of the registered master who will be conducting
the exempted activity on that day;

(c) the date on which the exempted activity will take place;

(d) the port of departure;

(e) the designated area from Schedule 2 which is to be
fished; and

(f) where the exemption holder is nominating to fish in an
additional designated area from the previous nominated
designated area on any one day, the exemption holder
must wait at least 30 minutes prior to leaving the point
from where the nomination was made.

6. Upon completion of the day’s fishing activities the exemp-
tion holder shall complete the Daily Research Data Logsheet
provided including the following information:

• Drop Number;
• Fishing Location (each dive entry location using GPS

marks in decimal minutes including seconds);
• Time Underwater;
• Swell;
• Number of H. Roei;
• Tag Number; and
• CDR Number.

The completed Daily Research Data Logsheets must be posted
or delivered to the Chief Scientist, South Australian Research and
Development Institute within seven days of the completion of the
day’s fishing activities to which it relates.

7. Upon completion of the dive at each site and before landing,
the exemption holder shall place the abalone in the bag supplied
and complete the information on the tag provided including the
date and CDR number. The catch is to be bagged separately for
each dive location and the tag included with the catch. If more
than one bag is taken in one dive location, the tag numbers are to
be recorded in the row beneath the original on the Daily Research
Data Logsheet provided.

The total number of bags for that day and the numbers of the
tags placed on each bag shall be included on the CDR 1. The CDR
1 must be completed within 50 m of landing and the white and
yellow copies of the CDR 1 must accompany the abalone to the
fish processing premises.

8. The exemption holder must make a record in writing
immediately at the conclusion of a fishing trip and before the
abalone are consigned to a registered fish processor setting out
details of the abalone taken during that fishing trip. This record
must be completed within 50 m of the point of landing of the
catch; and before the catch is consigned to a nominated processor
and/or taken onto processor premises where such premises are
within 50 m of the point of landing; or at the end of each day of
fishing where the catch is not landed on that day. The details of
such record shall be recorded on and be such as are sufficient to
complete in triplicate a CDR 1 form.

9. All Haliotis roei taken pursuant to this notice shall be
delivered to one of the registered fish processors detailed in
Schedule 3 for weighing, within 48 hours of landing, within the
State of South Australia.

10. The exemption holder shall not, during the period of this
notice, take a combined quantity of Haliotis roei which exceeds
1000 kg wholeweight

11. The amount of Haliotis roei allocated pursuant to this notice
is non-transferable.

12. The exemption holder shall not intentionally induce weight
loss of abalone by any means.

13. The exemption holder whilst engaged in the exempted
activity must conduct such activity from a boat registered pursuant
to Western Zone Abalone Fishery Licence W05.

14. The exemption holder shall not contravene or fail to comply
with the Fisheries Act 1982, or any other regulations made under
that Act except where specifically exempted by this notice.
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15. Whilst engaged in the exempted activity the exemption
holder must have in his possession a copy of this notice and
produce a copy of the notice if required by a PIRSA Fisheries
Compliance Officer.

SCHEDULE 2

AREA 1

All waters east of the Western/Central zone boundary (longitude
136.5°E) to Shoal Point (longitude 135.5°E) excluding the
following sub-area 1 in which no activity may take place:

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.2440° longitude 136.2690°, latitude 34.2441°
longitude 136.2611°, latitude 34.2568° longitude 136.2690°,
latitude 34.2569° longitude 136.2611°; and excluding the
following sub-areas 2 and 3 in which fishdown activities may
be conducted pursuant to separate exemption.

Lipson Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.2637° longitude 136.2667°, latitude 34.2638°
longitude 136.2624°, latitude 34.2665° longitude 136.2667°,
latitude 34.2665° longitude 136.2624°.

Grindal Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.9048° longitude 136.0398°, latitude 34.9050°
longitude 136.0234°, latitude 34.9228° longitude 136.0400°,
latitude 34.9230° longitude 136.0236°.

AREA 2

All waters extending from Shoal Point (longitude 135.5°E) to
Cape Radstock (longitude 134.33°E) excluding the following sub-
area 1 in which no activity may take place:

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.2046° longitude 134.6276°, latitude 33.2045°
longitude 134.5892°, latitude 33.2449° longitude 134.6275°,
latitude 33.2448° longitude 134.5891°; and excluding the
following sub-areas 2 and 3 in which fishdown activities may
be conducted pursuant to separate exemption.

Venus Bay Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.2301° longitude 134.6413°, latitude 33.2300°
longitude 134.6301°, latitude 33.2469° longitude 134.6412°,
latitude 33.2469° longitude 134.6301°.

Kiana Beach Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.0252° longitude 135.2707°, latitude 34.0252°
longitude 135.2599°, latitude 34.0342° longitude 135.2708°,
latitude 34.0342° longitude 135.2599°.

AREA 3

All waters extending from Cape Radstock (longitude 134.33°E)
to Point Bell (longitude 133.13°E) excluding the following sub-
area 1 in which no activity may take place:

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.9312° longitude 134.1442°, latitude 32.9310°
longitude 134.1122°, latitude 32.9492° longitude 134.1441°,
latitude 32.9490° longitude 134.1120° and excluding the
following sub-areas 2 and 3 in which fishdown activities may
be conducted pursuant to separate exemption.

Granite Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.0152° longitude 134.1339°, latitude 33.0156°
longitude 134.1251°, latitude 33.0191° longitude 134.1339°,
latitude 33.0195° longitude 134.1251°.

Highcliff Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.8677° longitude 134.1021°, latitude 32.8677°
longitude 134.0968°, latitude 32.8768° longitude 134.1020°,
latitude 32.8767° longitude 134.0967°.

AREA 4

All waters extending from Point Bell (longitude 133.13°E) to a
point approximately 5 km SE of the eastern extreme of the Great
Australian Bight Marine Park (longitude 131.55°E) excluding the
following sub-areas 2 and 3 in which fishdown activities may be
conducted pursuant to separate exemption:

Clare Bay Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 31.9520° longitude 132.6882°, latitude 31.9519°
longitude 132.6813°, latitude 31.9568° longitude 132.6881°,
latitude 31.9567° longitude 132.6812°.

Pt Sinclair Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.0995° longitude 132.9917°, latitude 32.0994°
longitude 132.9864°, latitude 32.1063° longitude 132.9916°,
latitude 32.1062° longitude 132.9863°.

SCHEDULE 3
FP0008
Western Abalone Processors P/L
P.O. Box 914
Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606

FP0120
Smoothpool Nominees P/L
Trading as Blancheport Fisheries
12 Alfred Terrace
Streaky Bay, S.A. 5680

FP0132
Yorkeshell P/L
Trading as Australian Southern Seafood
P.O. Box 1579
Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606

FP0142
Eyrewoolf Enterprises
P.O. Box 73
Streaky Bay, S.A. 5680

Dated 1 May 2001.

W. ZACHARIN, Director of Fisheries

FISHERIES ACT 1982: SECTION 59

TAKE notice that pursuant to section 59 of the Fisheries Act
1982, Ian M. Fuller, P.O. Box 199, Glenelg, S.A. 5045 (or his
registered masters) holder of Western Zone Abalone Fishery
Licence W18, issued pursuant to the Scheme of Management
(Abalone Fisheries) Regulations 1991 (hereinafter referred to as
the ‘exemption holder’) is exempted from the provisions of clause
60 of Schedule 1 of the Fisheries (General) Regulations 2000, in
that the exemption holder shall not be guilty of an offence when
taking Roe’s abalone (Haliotis roei) which is undersize, from
those waters defined as the Western Zone in the Scheme of
Management (Abalone Fisheries) Regulations 1991 (hereinafter
referred to as the ‘exempted activity’) subject to the conditions
specified in Schedule 1 from the date of gazettal of this notice
until 31 May 2001.

SCHEDULE 1

1. Whilst engaged in the exempted activity, the exemption
holder may only take Haliotis roei provided that it is not less than
75 mm in length at its greatest dimension. All abalone must be
landed in the shell.

2. On any day the exemption holder engages in the exempted
activity only abalone of the species (Haliotis roei) may be taken.

3. No more than one registered master may engage in the
exempted activity on any one day.

4. The exemption holder may conduct the exempted activity in
more than one area as defined in Schedule 2 on any one day,
provided that a separate notification pursuant to condition 5 has
been made for each area prior to conducting any fishing activity in
that area.

5. The exemption holder must notify the PIRSA Fisheries
Compliance Unit on 1800 244 317 prior to engaging in the
exempted activity with the following information:
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(a) the name of the person making the call and the Western
Zone Abalone Fishery Licence Number;

(b) the name of the registered master who will be conducting
the exempted activity on that day;

(c) the date on which the exempted activity will take place;

(d) the port of departure;

(e) the designated area from Schedule 2 which is to be
fished; and

(f) where the exemption holder is nominating to fish in an
additional designated area from the previous nominated
designated area on any one day, the exemption holder
must wait at least 30 minutes prior to leaving the point
from where the nomination was made.

6. Upon completion of the day’s fishing activities the exemp-
tion holder shall complete the Daily Research Data Logsheet
provided including the following information:

• Drop Number;
• Fishing Location (each dive entry location using GPS

marks in decimal minutes including seconds);
• Time Underwater;
• Swell;
• Number of H. Roei;
• Tag Number; and
• CDR Number.

The completed Daily Research Data Logsheets must be posted
or delivered to the Chief Scientist, South Australian Research and
Development Institute within seven days of the completion of the
day’s fishing activities to which it relates.

7. Upon completion of the dive at each site and before landing,
the exemption holder shall place the abalone in the bag supplied
and complete the information on the tag provided including the
date and CDR number. The catch is to be bagged separately for
each dive location and the tag included with the catch. If more
than one bag is taken in one dive location, the tag numbers are to
be recorded in the row beneath the original on the Daily Research
Data Logsheet provided.

The total number of bags for that day and the numbers of the
tags placed on each bag shall be included on the CDR 1. The CDR
1 must be completed within 50 m of landing and the white and
yellow copies of the CDR 1 must accompany the abalone to the
fish processing premises.

8. The exemption holder must make a record in writing
immediately at the conclusion of a fishing trip and before the
abalone are consigned to a registered fish processor setting out
details of the abalone taken during that fishing trip. This record
must be completed within 50 m of the point of landing of the
catch; and before the catch is consigned to a nominated processor
and/or taken onto processor premises where such premises are
within 50 m of the point of landing; or at the end of each day of
fishing where the catch is not landed on that day. The details of
such record shall be recorded on and be such as are sufficient to
complete in triplicate a CDR 1 form.

9. All Haliotis roei taken pursuant to this notice shall be
delivered to one of the registered fish processors detailed in
Schedule 3 for weighing, within 48 hours of landing, within the
State of South Australia.

10. The exemption holder shall not, during the period of this
notice, take a combined quantity of Haliotis roei which exceeds
1000 kg wholeweight

11. The amount of Haliotis roei allocated pursuant to this notice
is non-transferable.

12. The exemption holder shall not intentionally induce weight
loss of abalone by any means.

13. The exemption holder whilst engaged in the exempted
activity must conduct such activity from a boat registered pursuant
to Western Zone Abalone Fishery Licence W18.

14. The exemption holder shall not contravene or fail to comply
with the Fisheries Act 1982, or any other regulations made under
that Act except where specifically exempted by this notice.

15. Whilst engaged in the exempted activity the exemption
holder must have in his possession a copy of this notice and
produce a copy of the notice if required by a PIRSA Fisheries
Compliance Officer.

SCHEDULE 2

AREA 1

All waters east of the Western/Central zone boundary (longitude
136.5°E) to Shoal Point (longitude 135.5°E) excluding the
following sub-area 1 in which no activity may take place:

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.2440° longitude 136.2690°, latitude 34.2441°
longitude 136.2611°, latitude 34.2568° longitude 136.2690°,
latitude 34.2569° longitude 136.2611°; and excluding the
following sub-areas 2 and 3 in which fishdown activities may
be conducted pursuant to separate exemption.

Lipson Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.2637° longitude 136.2667°, latitude 34.2638°
longitude 136.2624°, latitude 34.2665° longitude 136.2667°,
latitude 34.2665° longitude 136.2624°.

Grindal Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.9048° longitude 136.0398°, latitude 34.9050°
longitude 136.0234°, latitude 34.9228° longitude 136.0400°,
latitude 34.9230° longitude 136.0236°.

AREA 2

All waters extending from Shoal Point (longitude 135.5°E) to
Cape Radstock (longitude 134.33°E) excluding the following sub-
area 1 in which no activity may take place:

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.2046° longitude 134.6276°, latitude 33.2045°
longitude 134.5892°, latitude 33.2449° longitude 134.6275°,
latitude 33.2448° longitude 134.5891°; and excluding the
following sub-areas 2 and 3 in which fishdown activities may
be conducted pursuant to separate exemption.

Venus Bay Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.2301° longitude 134.6413°, latitude 33.2300°
longitude 134.6301°, latitude 33.2469° longitude 134.6412°,
latitude 33.2469° longitude 134.6301°.

Kiana Beach Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.0252° longitude 135.2707°, latitude 34.0252°
longitude 135.2599°, latitude 34.0342° longitude 135.2708°,
latitude 34.0342° longitude 135.2599°.

AREA 3

All waters extending from Cape Radstock (longitude 134.33°E)
to Point Bell (longitude 133.13°E) excluding the following sub-
area 1 in which no activity may take place:

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.9312° longitude 134.1442°, latitude 32.9310°
longitude 134.1122°, latitude 32.9492° longitude 134.1441°,
latitude 32.9490° longitude 134.1120° and excluding the
following sub-areas 2 and 3 in which fishdown activities may
be conducted pursuant to separate exemption.

Granite Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.0152° longitude 134.1339°, latitude 33.0156°
longitude 134.1251°, latitude 33.0191° longitude 134.1339°,
latitude 33.0195° longitude 134.1251°.

Highcliff Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.8677° longitude 134.1021°, latitude 32.8677°
longitude 134.0968°, latitude 32.8768° longitude 134.1020°,
latitude 32.8767° longitude 134.0967°.
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AREA 4

All waters extending from Point Bell (longitude 133.13°E) to a
point approximately 5 km SE of the eastern extreme of the Great
Australian Bight Marine Park (longitude 131.55°E) excluding the
following sub-areas 2 and 3 in which fishdown activities may be
conducted pursuant to separate exemption:

Clare Bay Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 31.9520° longitude 132.6882°, latitude 31.9519°
longitude 132.6813°, latitude 31.9568° longitude 132.6881°,
latitude 31.9567° longitude 132.6812°.

Pt Sinclair Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.0995° longitude 132.9917°, latitude 32.0994°
longitude 132.9864°, latitude 32.1063° longitude 132.9916°,
latitude 32.1062° longitude 132.9863°.

SCHEDULE 3
FP0008
Western Abalone Processors P/L
P.O. Box 914
Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606

FP0120
Smoothpool Nominees P/L
Trading as Blancheport Fisheries
12 Alfred Terrace
Streaky Bay, S.A. 5680

FP0132
Yorkeshell P/L
Trading as Australian Southern Seafood
P.O. Box 1579
Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606

FP0142
Eyrewoolf Enterprises
P.O. Box 73
Streaky Bay, S.A. 5680

Dated 1 May 2001.

W. ZACHARIN, Director of Fisheries

FISHERIES ACT 1982: SECTION 59

TAKE notice that pursuant to section 59 of the Fisheries Act
1982, Norman Craig, P.O. Box 993, Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606 (or
his registered masters) holder of Western Zone Abalone Fishery
Licence W05, issued pursuant to the Scheme of Management
(Abalone Fisheries) Regulations 1991 (hereinafter referred to as
the ‘exemption holder’) is exempted from the provisions of clause
60 of Schedule 1 of the Fisheries (General) Regulations 2000, in
that the exemption holder shall not be guilty of an offence when
taking Roe’s abalone (Haliotis roei) which is undersize, from
those waters defined in Schedule 2 (hereinafter referred to as the
‘exempted activity’) subject to the conditions specified in
Schedule 1 from the date of gazettal of this notice until 31 May
2001.

SCHEDULE 1

1. The exemption holder may only engage in the exempted
activity at the direction of an officer form the South Australian
Research and Development Institute.

2. Whilst engaged in the exempted activity, the exemption
holder may only take Haliotis roei provided that it is not less than
60 mm in length at its greatest dimension. All abalone must be
landed in the shell.

3. On any day the exemption holder engages in the exempted
activity only abalone of the species (Haliotis roei) may be taken.

4. No more than one registered master may engage in the
exempted activity on any one day.

5. The exemption holder may conduct the exempted activity in
more than one area as defined in Schedule 2 on any one day, as
directed by an officer of the South Australian Research and
Development Institute, provided that a separate notification
pursuant to condition 5 below has been made for each area prior to
conducting any fishing activity in that area.

6. The exemption holder must notify the PIRSA Fisheries
Compliance Unit on 1800 244 317 prior to engaging in the
exempted activity with the following information:

(a) the name of the person making the call and the Western
Zone Abalone Fishery Licence Number;

(b) the name of the registered master who will be conducting
the exempted activity on that day;

(c) the date on which the exempted activity will take place;

(d) the port of departure;

(e) the designated area from Schedule 2 which is to be
fished; and

(f) where the exemption holder is nominating to fish in an
additional designated area from the previous nominated
designated area on any one day, the exemption holder
must wait at least 30 minutes prior to leaving the point
from where the nomination was made.

7. Upon completion of the day’s fishing activities the exemp-
tion holder shall complete the Daily Research Data Logsheet
provided including the following information:

• Drop Number;
• Fishing Location (each dive entry location using GPS

marks in decimal minutes including seconds);
• Time Underwater;
• Swell;
• Number of H. Roei;
• Tag Number; and
• CDR Number.

The completed Daily Research Data Logsheets must be posted
or delivered to the Chief Scientist, South Australian Research and
Development Institute within seven days of the completion of the
day’s fishing activities to which it relates.

8. Upon completion of the dive at each site and before landing,
the exemption holder shall place the abalone in the bag supplied
and complete the information on the tag provided including the
date and CDR number. The catch is to be bagged separately for
each dive location and the tag included with the catch. If more
than one bag is taken in one dive location, the tag numbers are to
be recorded in the row beneath the original on the Daily Research
Data Logsheet provided.

The total number of bags for that day and the numbers of the
tags placed on each bag shall be included on the CDR 1. The CDR
1 must be completed within 50 m of landing and the white and
yellow copies of the CDR 1 must accompany the abalone to the
fish processing premises.

9. The exemption holder must make a record in writing
immediately at the conclusion of a fishing trip and before the
abalone are consigned to a registered fish processor setting out
details of the abalone taken during that fishing trip. This record
must be completed within 50 m of the point of landing of the
catch; and before the catch is consigned to a nominated processor
and/or taken onto processor premises where such premises are
within 50 m of the point of landing; or at the end of each day of
fishing where the catch is not landed on that day. The details of
such record shall be recorded on and be such as are sufficient to
complete in triplicate a CDR 1 form.

10. All Haliotis roei taken pursuant to this notice shall be
delivered to one of the registered fish processors detailed in
Schedule 3 for weighing, within 48 hours of landing, within the
State of South Australia.

11. The exemption holder shall not, during the period of this
notice, take a combined quantity of Haliotis roei which exceeds
1000 kg wholeweight

12. The amount of Haliotis roei allocated pursuant to this notice
is non-transferable.

13. The exemption holder shall not intentionally induce weight
loss of abalone by any means.

14. The exemption holder whilst engaged in the exempted
activity must conduct such activity from a boat registered pursuant
to Western Zone Abalone Fishery Licence W05.
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15. The exemption holder shall not contravene or fail to comply
with the Fisheries Act 1982, or any other regulations made under
that Act except where specifically exempted by this notice.

16. Whilst engaged in the exempted activity the exemption
holder must have in his possession a copy of this notice and
produce a copy of the notice if required by a PIRSA Fisheries
Compliance Officer.

SCHEDULE 2

AREA 1

Lipson Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.2637° longitude 136.2667°, latitude 34.2638°
longitude 136.2624°, latitude 34.2665° longitude 136.2667°,
latitude 34.2665° longitude 136.2624°.

Grindal Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.9048° longitude 136.0398°, latitude 34.9050°
longitude 136.0234°, latitude 34.9228° longitude 136.0400°,
latitude 34.9230° longitude 136.0236°.

AREA 2

Venus Bay Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.2301° longitude 134.6413°, latitude 33.2300°
longitude 134.6301°, latitude 33.2469° longitude 134.6412°,
latitude 33.2469° longitude 134.6301°.

Kiana Beach Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 34.0252° longitude 135.2707°, latitude 34.0252°
longitude 135.2599°, latitude 34.0342° longitude 135.2708°,
latitude 34.0342° longitude 135.2599°.

AREA 3

Granite Island Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 33.0152° longitude 134.1339°, latitude 33.0156°
longitude 134.1251°, latitude 33.0191° longitude 134.1339°,
latitude 33.0195° longitude 134.1251°.

Highcliff Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.8677° longitude 134.1021°, latitude 32.8677°
longitude 134.0968°, latitude 32.8768° longitude 134.1020°,
latitude 32.8767° longitude 134.0967°.

AREA 4

Clare Bay Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 31.9520° longitude 132.6882°, latitude 31.9519°
longitude 132.6813°, latitude 31.9568° longitude 132.6881°,
latitude 31.9567° longitude 132.6812°.

Pt Sinclair Fishdown

All waters contained within the following boundaries:

latitude 32.0995° longitude 132.9917°, latitude 32.0994°
longitude 132.9864°, latitude 32.1063° longitude 132.9916°,
latitude 32.1062° longitude 132.9863°.

SCHEDULE 3
FP0008
Western Abalone Processors P/L
P.O. Box 914
Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606

FP0120
Smoothpool Nominees P/L
Trading as Blancheport Fisheries
12 Alfred Terrace
Streaky Bay, S.A. 5680

FP0132
Yorkeshell P/L
Trading as Australian Southern Seafood
P.O. Box 1579
Port Lincoln, S.A. 5606

FP0142
Eyrewoolf Enterprises
P.O. Box 73
Streaky Bay, S.A. 5680

Dated 1 May 2001.

W. ZACHARIN, Director of Fisheries

J. D. FERGUSON, Government Printer, South Australia


